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Abstract 
The group of isometries of hyperbolic n-space contains the orthogonal group O(n) as a sub- 
group. We prove that this inclusion induces a stable isomorphism of discrete group homology. 
The unstable version of this result implies in particular that the scissors congruence group ~(S  3) 
in spherical 3-space is a rational vectorspace. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
Let O(n) denote the group of orthogonal n × n-matrices and let O1(1, n) be the group 
of isometries of hyperbolic n-space ~¢~n. The main result of this paper is the following 
theorem conjectured by C.-H. Sah (cf. [11, Appendix A; 4, Section 4], where it is 
shown in a few low dimensional cases): 
Theorem 4.1.6. The inclusion O(n)C  o l (1 ,n )  induces an isomorphism Hk(O(n))  --~ 
Hk(Om(l,n)) fo r  k < n - 1. 
Here Hk(G) for G any Lie group denotes the Eilenberg-MacLane homology of the 
underlying uncountably infinite discrete group G ~ with integer coefficients. This result 
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has a number of corollaries. Thus for n = 3 it answers affirmatively Problem 4.14 
in [12]: 
Corollary 1.0.1. The natural map Hk(SU(2)) --+ Hk(SI(2, C)) + is an isomorphism for 
k<3.  
Here + indicates the +l-eigenspace for complex conjugation. As explained in [4] 
this result in turn has implications for the Scissors Congruence Problem for polyhedra 
in spherical 3-space (Extended 3rd Problem of Hilbert). In particular we conclude: 
Corollary 1.0.2. The scissors congruence group ~(S 3) in spherical 3-space is a ©- 
vector space. 
For the analogous result in hyperbolic 3-space see [12, Theorem 4.16]. 
These results are related to a well-known conjecture of Friedlander and Milnor [10]. 
In general for a Lie group G the natural homomorphism G a ~ G gives rise to a 
continuous mapping BG ~ ~ BG between classifying spaces. 
Isomorphism Conjecture (Friedlander-Milnor). The canonical mapping BG ~ --+ BG 
induces isomorphism of homology with modp coefficients. 
Now the homology of BG ~ is just the Eilenberg-MacLane homology of G a. Since 
the subgroup of Ol(1,n) fixing one point in ~n is isomorphic to O(n), there is an 
identification 01(1,n)/O(n)= ~:C =. Therefore there is a fibration sequence 
O(n) --~ Ol(1,n) ~ Jut~n. 
Since fff'~ is contractible the inclusion O(n)<-+ Ol(1,n) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Hence also the map BO(n) --+ BOl(1,n) of classifying spaces is a homotopy equiva- 
lence. In the commutative diagram 
H,(BO(n) ~, 77/p) ~ H,(B01(1, n) ~, Z/p)  
H.(BO(n),71/p) ~ H. (BOt(1,n) ,Z/p)  
the upper horizontal map is an isomorphism for k < n - 1 by our theorem. Therefore 
it follows that in this range the isomorphism conjecture for O(n) is equivalent to the 
conjecture for Ol(1,n). 
A main ingredient in the proof of the theorem above is the following stability result 
of [11, Theorem 3.8]: 
Theorem (Sah). Let G(p,q) = U(p,q,l:), IF = ~,C or kl. Fix p >_ 0 and consider 
the inclusion of G(p,q) into G(p,q + 1). The induced map from Hi(G(p,q)) to 
Hi( G(p,q + 1)) is then surjective for i < q and bijective for i < q. 
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Notice that if we take D: = • then G(0,q) = O(q) and G(1,q) = O(1,q). Since 
O(1,q) = Ol(1,q) × {+Iq+l} it follows that Sah's theorem is also true for G(1,q) = 
Ol(1,q). Furthermore in the proof of  Theorem 4.1.6 we shall use the same basic 
strategy as used in [5] for the result analogous to Theorem 4.1.6 with Ol(1, n) replaced 
by the Euclidean isometry group. However, the geometry of .~" makes some changes 
necessary. The problem is that the existence of a circumscribed sphere for (n + 1) 
points in R" not lying on a common hyperplane is used. Here a circumscribed sphere 
for (n + 1) points in a metric space X is the set {x ld(x ,a  ) = r} for a a point with 
equal distance r to all of the (n + 1) given points. Such a circumcenter a does not in 
general exist, and in particular it does not always exist for (n ÷ 1) points in hyperbolic 
n-space ov{'~ not lying on a common geodesic hyperplane. Since we will be working in 
a chain complex this problem can be solved by replacing an n-simplex not possessing 
a circumcenter with a chain-equivalent sum of simplices for which there does exist 
circumcenters. This is what edgewise subdivision is used for. 
The edgewise subdivision, Sd, is a chain map from the singular chain complex 
(of any topological space) into itself. It is a subdivision in the sense that it is chain 
homotopic to the identity, and it divides a simplex into smaller simplices. The property 
that distinguishes it from the well-known barycentric subdivision is that it divides a 
simplex into simplices which are more round, or more precisely, in the Euclidean 
model we have the following: 
Lemma 2.4.2. All the simplices in Sda,,(A") are isometric to 1A" by a permutation 
of  the basis vectors it )br rE Z~ fol lowed by a translation by a vector in ½{0, 1}". 
Here A" denotes both the space 
A" = {(xl . . . . .  x,,)lO <_xl <_ ... <_x, <_ 1} C ~" 
i The map i~ and the identity map A" = idA,, Similarly !A ,  is the map multiplying by 
• 2 ~  " ° 
is given by i~(xl . . . . .  xn) = (x~ ,(l) . . . . .  x~ ,(n)) for some permutation z of  the numbers 
{0 . . . . .  n}. 
Besides this nice property, edgewise subdivision has the advantage that it is simple 
to define explicitly, and it is very simple to see that the simplices in the/-fold iterated 
subdivisions Sd i becomes mall (see Section 2.1) for i big. B6kstedt et al. [1] have de- 
fined a variation of this subdivision as an operation on simplicial sets. The subdivision 
defined in this paper has been developed from this. 
In Section 2 we define the edgewise subdivision, Sd. We prove that Sd is a sub- 
division in the technical meaning described below. We also prove Lemma 2.4.2. This 
section is quite technical but self-contained. 
In Section 3 we discuss the geometrical consequences of Lemma 2.4.2 for geodesic 
hyperbolic simplices. To be able to do this we introduce a parametrization f hyperbolic 
simplices in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2 we discuss criteria for a geodesic simplex to 
possess a circumscribed sphere and we show that the simplices in the iterated edgewise 
subdivision eventually will possess one. 
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In Section 4 we prove Theorem 4.1.6, and in Section 5 we make a few applications 
in particular to scissors congruences. 
2. Edgewise subdivision 
2.1. Notation 
A singular simplex a E Sn(X)  is a map from A n to the space X, where A n = 
{x = (xl . . . . .  xn)l 0 _< xi _< ... _< Xn _< 1}C_~ n. The boundary maps Oi: A n-1 ~ A n , 
i = 0 . . . . .  n are given by 
8o(xt . . . . .  xn-1 ) = ( O, xj . . . . .  xn-1 ), 
ck(xl . . . . .  Xn-1) = (Xl . . . . .  Xk,Xk . . . . .  Xn-I ), 0<k<n,  
On(X1 . . . . .  Xn l)----(xl . . . . .  xn- l ,1) .  
We will denote the singular functor from spaces to chain complexes by S.  or sometimes 
just by S. As usual the boundary of  a is da  = ~i ' -0  ( -  1 )ia?,i. 
Given an open covering X = U~CA V~, a singular simplex a E Sn(X)  is small (with 
respect to V~, ~EA)  if the image of a is contained in V~ for some in 2 CA. A 
subdivision is a set of natural transformations Sd : Sn --~ Sn, H : S,, --~ Sn+j such that 
for any space X with open covering X = U~eA V~ 
(1) Sdx is a chain map. 
(2) [Ix is a chain homotopy from Sdx to ids.~x) which preserves the subcomplex of  
small simplices. 
(3) For any aESn(X)  there exists i E ~ such that the /-fold iteration (Sdx) i (a)  is a 
sum of small simplices. 
The unit cube in ~n is 
(AI)  n = {(xl . . . . .  xn) i0<_xi<_ 1, i=  1 . . . . .  n}. 
Any permutation v E Zn of  the axes of  ~" induces an affine map i¢ : (A1) n ~ (Al )  n 
by i r (ek)= e¢(k) where ek = (0 . . . . .  0, lk, 0 . . . . .  0). Given v E {0, 1}n C_ (A1) n we define 
:~v " (A1)n __~ (Al)n by ~(x)  = ½(x + v). Let us denote the restrictions of ~,, and i¢ 
to A n by the same names. Finally let V C_ {0, 1 }n x Zn denote the elements (v, ~) such 
that ~,,i~(A n) C A n. 
We will adopt the notation that the symbol X denotes both the space X and the 
identity map on X. 
2.2. Construction o f  edgewise subdivision 
Definition 2.2.1. The natural map Sdx : S, (X)  ~ S , (X)  is defined by 
Sdx(a :A  n ~X)  = ~ sign(r)a~,,i~. 
(v,r)EV 
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We often just write Sd instead of Sdx. The definition has a close relation to the 
Eilenberg-Zilber map EZ : S. (X)  ® S . (Y )  ~ S . (X  x Y) (cf. [9, Chapter VIII, Sec- 
tion 8]). Extending this to n factors we obtain in particular 
EZ : (S , (~ 1 )) '~" ~ S,((A~)n), 
and a calculation shows that 
EZ((A1)®")= ~ sign(co)io, 
We need to show 
Proposition 2.2.2. Sd is a chain map. 
The main step of  the proof of  Proposition 2.2.2 is given by 
Lemma 2.2.3. Sd(A, ),, EZ((A I ) .n)  = EZ Sd~'~ )((A l )~n). 
Proof. Let us note the relation io,.:q. = :%.~.i,o, where ~o- v = i ,(v). Using this we get 
SdEZ((AI)®n) = ~ sign(co,)2,,~.,.i . .. 
a;, E -Y', 
(v,v)E ~,, 
EZSd®n((A l)®") = ~ sign(a)2j , .  
Let us show that the map V x Z~ ~ {0, 1}n × Zn given by 
is a bijection. Given (r,,cr) E {0, 1}" × 22,, let r E Zn be the element such that z -1 is 
a shuffle map (i.e. there exists i _< n such that , - I (1 )  < .. .  < z - l ( i )  and ~-1( i+  1) < 
--- < ~-l(n)), and such that i,(cr - l  - s) E A n. Here ~ is uniquely determined, and i is 
the number of zeros in o - I .  s. It is easy to see that i::~-,.,:(A n) C A n. Hence by the 
above relation ~,,-,.~iz(A n) C A ~. The map {0, 1) n × Z~ --~ V x Zn given by 
(s,o) ~ ((~a - I  • ~,~),a~ -  ) 
is an inverse to the above map. By one of the compositions ((v,v~),(o) is sent to 
((zrt-lco-lo~.v, z), oJz~,-l). To see that this is actually the identity we need to observe 
that if i~  ,.~(A n) C_ A n and i~,~-,.,:(A") C_ A n then z = r'. For this use that if ~ # r' 
then i~ ,(A n) A ir,-,(A n) is contained in an affine hyperplane. The other composition 
is clearly the identity. [] 
Corollary 2.2.4. d Sdl~4, ) , EZ((A i )®n) = Sd(~, ~,, dEZ((A 1 )o~). 
Proof. As an immediate consequence of the definitions we get 
SdA,,×X EZ(A ° '~ o') = EZ(SdA,~ @ Sdx)(A ° @ a) 
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for any space X and any singular simplex a : An---~X. It now follows from Lemma 2.2.3 
and the associativity of EZ that 
SdA,~×(A~) .... EZ(A0@(A 1 )®in-I)) = EZ(Sd~0 @Sd~j,)~,,_,,)(A0@(A j )®(n_j)). 
The corollary follows from this formula and Lemma 2.2.3 by a calculation. [~ 
Proof of Proposition 2.2.2. Let n :  (A~) n ---+ A" be a retraction of the continuous 
map iid : An--~(A1) n so that n is affine on the simplices i,(A n) and maps i t ( J )  to a 
degenerate simplex for r ~ id. I f  W C {0, 1}" denotes the vertices of  A n then such a 
map is determined by the retraction {0, 1 }n __+ IV, sending an element of {0, 1 }" \ W 
with the first 1 occuring in the (i + 1 )th entry to the element with zero in the first 
i entries and 1 in the rest of the entries. Notice that S(n)EZ((AI)  ®~) = A" +x where 
x is a sum of degenerate simplices. From Corollary 2.2.4 it follows that 
d Sd~,,(A" +x)  = Sd~,,(d(A n +x))  
or 
(2.2.5) dSd3,,(A n) - Sda,(dA ~) = Sda,,(dx) - dSda,(x). 
Now Sda,~(A ~) consists of non-degenerate simplices. Therefore the left hand side of 
(2.2.5) consists of  non-degenerate simplices. Since d preserves the subcomplex of 
degenerate simplices the right hand side of  2.2.5 is a sum of degenerate simplices. 
From this we conclude that 
d Sd~,,(A ~) - Sd~,,(dA ~) = 0. 
By naturality this concludes the proof. [] 
2.3. The homotopy 
A chain homotopy Hx from Sdx to ids.(x) consists of  maps Hx "Sn(X) ---+ S~,-I(X), 
n > 0 satisfying dHx + Hxd : Sdx - ids.(x). We will construct such maps naturally 
in X. For this we will use the map ~b,~+l " An+l\{(1 . . . . .  1)} --~ I × A n given by 
{ (2x~, ~x~-x,,...,x,,+~-.Y,  ), x, < ½, 
1 -x l  
O.-l(xl . . . . .  xn+l) = (1,(x2_x,,...,x,,+~_x,) l 
i_-s~- ), I >X l  > 3" 
Here 1 denotes the unit interval. Let ~n = :~1,...,~) : A" --~ A n. Note the relations 
~bn+j ~0 = (0, A ~), 
~,+10~ = (L ~k-l )4~n, k > 0, 
4'n+l ~+l~0 = (1, An), 
~n+lCk = ~k~, k > 0 
where 0 and 1 are the constant maps from A" to I. 
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Definit ion 2.3.1. Let /4x : S,(X)  ---+ Sn_l(1 × X)  be the natural map given by 
tYtx(a : A n -+ X)  = ~ sign(r)(/ ,  a)qSn+~,,i ~. 
(v,r)C({O, l} "+l × L',,+l )\{((I,...,l ),id)} 
This definition may be rewritten 
IZIx(tT) = S((La)~Pn-I )(SdA "-1 -- OCn+l ). 
Note that we have subtracted the term S((La)qg,+l)2.+ l which is not defined. Let 
pr : I >< X ~ X be the projection on X. 
Definit ion 2.3.2. Hx = S(pr )Hx  : S.(X)  -+ Sn+I(X). 
Proposition 2.3.3. dHx + Hxd = Sdx - ids(x). 
This proposition follows from 
Lemma 2.3.4. df Ixa + ITIxdo = S(0, a)  Sd A ~ - S(1, a)A n 
Proof. By naturality it is enough to prove the lemma for cr = A n. Now 
dlTt~.(A ") = dS(¢ ,+ l  )(Sd A n+l - z~,+l ) = S(qS,+l ) (Sd(d J  +1 ) - d~,+l )
and 
t2I~, (dA') = ~ ( -  1 )'S((I, ~i )¢. )(Sd A" - ~, ) 
i=O 
= -~ ( -1  )i+ls((~.+l ~i+l )(Sd A" - ~¢n) 
i=0 
= S(¢ ,+t  )( -Sd(dA n+l ) + C~o Sd A" + d~,+l - ~,+10o). 
Hence 
dIYI~, , + IYtA,,dJ = S(qS,-I )(00 Sd A" - ~,+1 ~0) 
= (0, ~")  Sd A" - ( l ,  A ' )A" .  
2.4. Sd is a subdivision 
We have now found natural transformations Sd : Sn ~ Sn and H : Sn ---+ Sn+l  such 
that for any space X with an open covering X = (-J~eA V~ 
(1) Sdx is a chain map. 
(2) Hx is a chain homotopy from Sdx to ids.(x) which preserves the subcomplex of 
small simplices. 
Theorem 2.4.1. Sd is a subdivision. 
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Proof. We only need to show that for any a E S,,(X) there exists i E I~ such that 
(Sdx)i(a) is a sum of small simplices. This follows from our next lemma. [] 
1 A n by a permutation Lemma 2.4.2. All  the simplices in Sd~,~(A n) are isometric to 
o f  the basis vectors i~ for  r E Sn fol lowed b), a translation by a vector in ½{0, 1} n. 
Proof. The simplices in Sd~,,(A n) are of the form ~,,ir-, for v 6 {0, 1} n and z E Sn. In 
Lemma 2.2.3 we found that i~viz-,  = ~.~.. This map differs from ½A n by a translation. 
D 
3. Geometrical properties of Sd., ,  
Let ~¢g" denote hyperbolic n-space. The aim of this section is to show that any non- 
degenerate geodesic hyperbolic simplex after applying Sd sufficiently many times will 
be divided into simplices possessing a circumscribed sphere. We start by parametrizing 
geodesic simplices. 
3.1. A good parametrization o f  a simplex 
Given points a0,.. . ,an E H ~ we will construct a parametrization of  the geodesic 
simplex a = (a0 . . . . .  an). 
Lemma 3.1.1. There is a map fa f rom A" to )?~,n such that 
(1) The image o f  fa is the geodesic span o f  ao . . . . .  an. 
(2) For an), intersection K o f  A N with an affne subset o f  ~n the image f~(K)  
is a geodesically convex subset o f  ~ .  In particular, the image o f  an affne 
subdivision o f  A n maps to a subdivision o f  a by hyperbolic simplices. 
(3) For any isometry 7 : ~Yt~n --+ J{'~, f satisfies that fv~ =- 7f,.  
Proof. We consider the hyperbolic model for j{n. In En+J consider the inner product 
F(u,v) -- -uovo + ulvj + . . .  + UnVn 
and let off n be the set 
~,~n = {U E ~n+J ]U0 > 0, F(u ,u)  = -1}.  
The geodesic urves in this model are all curves of the form ~"  NE where E C_-E n+l 
is a 2-plane through 0 such that FIE is non-degenerate of  type (1, 1) ([7, Section II.4]). 
Let A n denote the convex hull of  the canonical basis Y0 . . . . .  en for N,,+l. Let h : A n --~ 
A__ ~ be the affine map given by h(xl . . . . .  xn) = (to . . . . .  tn) where to =x l ,  ti = (x i - -1 -x i )  
for 1 < i < n - i and tn = 1 --Xn. 
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Definition 3.1.2. The good parametrization fa of a simplex a = (a0 . . . . .  a,)  in ~"  is 
the map f~ : A n --+ jufn given by 
a(t) 
L(x )  = x/-F(a(t),a(t)) 
where t = (to . . . . .  t,) = h(x) and a(t) = ~i~o tiai. 
Notice that F(a(t),a(t)) = ~i,  jtitjF(ai, aj) < 0 since F(ai, aj)<_ 0 for i ¢ j and 
F(ai, ai) = - 1. 
Since fo(Yi) = ai and f ,  maps affine lines either to images of  geodesic urves or to 
a point f satisfies (1) and (2) above. Since an isometry 7 : .~(gn--~ n  is induced by 
an element A ~ &(1,n)C_ GI(R ~+l) [7, Section 11.4], we have 
n 
(Ta)(t) -= ti(Tai) -= ~ ti(Aai) = A(a(t)) 
i=0 i--O 
and hence 
7 fa (z )=7 ( a(t) ) = 
x/ -F (a( t ) ,a ( t ) )  
which proves (3). [] 
(Ta)(t) 
v/-F((~'a)(t), (i,a)(t)) = f,,.a(z) 
Note that if a0 .... ,an are in general position (i.e. not lying on a common geodesic 
hyperplane) then fa maps affine lines to geodesic curves. 
3.2. Hyperbolic and Euclidean circumscribed spheres 
In this section we will use the disc model for hyperbolic n-space ~¢~". In this model 
~vf~ = D~ = {x I Ix[ < 1 } c_ ~.  For a detailed description see [7, Section II.6]. We start 
by making a simple observation: 
Proposition 3.2.1. In the disc model Jor ~,~ a hyperbolic sphere is" a Euclidean sphere 
contained in D" and conversely. 
Proof. By definition a hyperbolic sphere of radius r > 0 is the set of  points x of  
distance r from a given center point c E Jd n. By rotational symmetry of  the metric 
it suffices to consider the case n = 2. Since isometrics of  the disc model of j~cf2 are 
induced by M6bius transforms which preserve circles we can assume c = 0. In this 
,case the statement is obvious by rotational symmetry. Conversely let S be an Euclidean 
:sphere contained in the unit disc. Let p denote the Euclidean center for S, and let L 
denote the line connecting p and the center of  the disc model. L intersects the sphere S 
at two points, a and b. Let S I denote the hyperbolic sphere with center on L, passing 
through a and b. By the first part of  the proposition SI is an Euclidean sphere, and by 
symmetry the Euclidean center of S I must lie on L. Since there is only one Euclidean 
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sphere with center on L containing a and b, we conclude that S'  = S. Thus S is a 
hyperbolic sphere. [] 
Coro l lary  3.2.2. For J#~ = D n, n + 1 points in .38" have a hyperbolic circumscribed 
sphere i f  and only i f  the), have an Euclidean circumscribed sphere f id ly  contained in 
the model. 
Hence we are reduced to finding circumscribed spheres in Euclidean space. Given 
a non-degenerate affine n-simplex with vertices v0 . . . .  , t,~ E ~" we want to find the 
circumcenter c and the radius r o f  the circumscribed sphere. For convenience put 
v0 = 0. I f  I - [ and (., .) denote the usual norm and inner product in N'~, then r and c 
are determined by 
r 2 = ]c - vol 2 = Icl 2 = (e,c) 
= ]c - vii 2 = (c - Di, c - -  U i )  = (C,C) -~ (t:i,t:i - -  2c), i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Subtracting, we obtain 
or  
(U i 'C )  = I (v i ' L ' i )  = ~l~"l"  
,c =  1<1. 
Put u i= vi,/lvsl for i = 1 . . . . .  n and consider the non-singular matrix of  row vectors 
g ~ 
n 
Then 
1 11) 
1 . 
Uc=~ 
Iv l 
or  
11iv )c=.sU . . 
Iv°l 
Hence i f  we put A = UU t = [(ui, uj)] then 
- - ic l2  = l_(ivl ] . . . . .  ]v,,l)A_ l . r 2 
Iv,, 
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Let ]l" ]1 denote the operator norm on the set of real n x n-matrices. It follows that if 
m = v/-nmax{Ivl I . . . . .  I~'~1} then r _< ½mv/llA - I  II. The sphere will be contained in the 
hence if m IX /~ II < 1. unit ball of R" i f  r < 
We now consider v = (v0 . . . . .  v~) as a hyperbolic simplex in the disc model D n for 
~¢'" (again v0 = 0). It follows that v has a circumscribed sphere if m Hv/T~zrll < 1. Let 
d denote the (hyperbolic) diameter of v. Since 
('1 + Ixl'~ D, 
d(O,x)= lOg k l _ lxl j fo rxe  
we see that 
d > log(  1 ---+ m/x/5"~ 
- \ 1 m,,' /x/nJ '  
Therefore v has a circumscribed sphere if 
e d - - l ~  
ear l  <1.  
Notice that (e d - 1)/(e d + 1) ~ 0 for d ~ O. 
Proposition 3.2.3. Let CO = (coo . . . . .  CO,) denote an affine simplex and f : CO --~ H ~ 
a differentiable parametrization of a non-degenerate h)Terbolic simplex which maps 
lines to geodesics. Let d denote the hyperbolic diameter of  f(co) and put 
EIT,,~o.f(COi-coo) Tu,of(COJ-COo))l 
A = ]T,,~o.f(COi coo)]']T~oof(coj COo)] ' 
where 7",,,, denotes the differential at COo and the bracket {., .) and the norm ]. ] 
denote the hyperbolic inner product and norm on T,,~.~ n. Then A is invertible and 
the simplex has a circumscribed sphere 
e a -  1~ 
edT1 I1<1. 
Notation: We say that A is the matrix associated to f .  
ProoL Note that in the disc model the Euclidean and the hyperbolic inner product on 
7~.~0~g n are conformally equivalent (i.e. they differ by multiplication of a smooth func- 
tion). Therefore when replacing the hyperbolic norm and inner product by Euclidean 
ones, we get the same associated matrix. In the following we will therefore let I' I and 
( ' , ' t  denote Euclidean norm and inner product. There exists an isometry 7 : Dn -~ Dn 
such that g - ? f  has g(co0) = O. Let v = (v0 . . . . .  v,) = (g(coo),...,g(con)). Since 
geodesic rays starting at 0 agree with Euclidean lines there exist l l , . . . , ln  > 0 such 
that vi = g(coi) = liT~oog(coi - COo)  for i = 1 . . . . .  n. We put 
vi T,,~,y(COi - 030) 
u i -  I t ' i l -  Ir~0g(coi- COo)l 
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Since ? is an isometry f possesses a circumscribed sphere if and only i f  g does, and 
since 
(To~of (o~-v~o)  T¢oof (~oj -o)o) l : lT~,~c,g(o) i -O)o)  T~,og(o)j-~o) I 
Iro~of(~ ~,9o)1' IT, oof(egj O9o)1  [T,,,,,g(ogi  oo)1 
for i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n (by conformal equivalence of the inner products), the result follows 
from the above discussion. [] 
Corollary 3.2.4. Let f (j,m) : A(j,m) ~ "S'utcn, m C ~, j E Jm denote a family of  para- 
metrized hyperbolic simplices as in Proposition 3.2.3. Let A(j,m ) denote the matrix 
associated to f (/,m). Suppose that 
(1) {IA~jlm~ll m E ~, j EJm} is bounded. 
(2) For all ~ > 0 there exists N E ~ such that the diameter of f ( j ,m) is less than e 
Jbr m > N and j E Jm. 
Then there exists M ~ ~ such that f (j,m) possesses a circumscribed sphere for 
m>M.  
3.3. Circumscribed spheres for edgewise subdivision 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let a0, . . . ,  a,, E )f~.n in general position. There exists M E N such that 
if a denotes the 9eodesic simplex determined by these points, then for m >_ M every 
simplex in (Sd~,~)mfa possesses a circumscribed sphere. 
Proof. By naturality (Sd . , , )mfa  = S(fa)(SdA,,)m(An). There is a finite set Jm and 
affine simplices 9(j,m) : An ----' An such that (SdA,)m(A n) = ~jEJ,, g(j,m). Let A(j,m) = 
g(j,m~(An), and let f ( j ,m) = )ca] ~ ....... In order to apply the above corollary it suffices 
to show that 
(1) B = {]lAOJm/]] Im E ~, j CJm} is bounded. 
(2) For all e > 0 there exists N E N such that the diameter of f(j,m) is less than e 
for m > N, j E Jm. 
We start by (1). Lemma 2.4.2 tells that up to a translation (by a point in A n) and a 
dilation (by a power of  2) there are at most n! affine simplices g(j.m). In order to see 
that B is bounded we can without loss of generality assume that all simplices g(j,m) are 
similar up to translation and dilation. More precisely we can assume that there exists 
9 : An ~ An such that for all ( j ,m)  there exists x E A n such that g(j,m)(Z) = x+2-mg(z)  
for all z E A n. For y E A n we put vi(y) = Tyfa(g(e i ) -  9(eo)). Let A), denote the matrix 
\ ~ '  I v j (y ) l  " 
We notice that 
Txf (j,m)(g(j,m)(ei) - gu, m)(eo)) = 2-mvi(x) •
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Therefore Ax is the matrix associated to f(j,m). Since A n is compact and the real 
function y ~+ I[Ay I ]1 is continuous, the image {IIA~ j lilY E A'} is bounded. Therefore 
also the subset {]lA(~l,~)lJ ]m E ~, j EJm} is bounded. Thus (1) is proved. 
Since A ~ is compact and f ,  is continuous, (2) follows from the fact that the diameter 
of  ,q(j,m) tends to 0 for m ---+ oc. 
4. The hyperbolic isometry group 
4.1. The complex of 9eneric simplices 
I ?/ Let C,  = C,(.)~ ) denote the chain complex where a generator or simplex in degree 
k is a (k + 1 )-tuple a = (v0 . . . . .  vk) of points in ~(,+n. The acyclicity (with augmentation 
7/) of  this chain complex is well-known. Let C, denote the subcomplex of C,  spanned 
by the set of all generic simplices. Here a k-simplex (v0,... ,  vk) is called 9eneric when 
each of its j-faces with j < min(n,k) spans a hyperbolic subspace of dimension j. It 
is easy to see that also C,  is acyclic with augmentation Z. The main step in the proof 
of Theorem 4.1.6 is to prove that the chain complex 7/®o'<l,n~ C, is (n - 2)-acyclic 
(Lemma 4.1.5). 
Using the good parametrization, Definition 3.1.2, we can define edgewise subdivision 
Sd on C, as the composition 
/ good parametrization Sd vertices I 
C,-  > S, --+S, > C,,  
where S, = S , (~ ' ) .  We shall see that Sd preserves the complex C,  and induces the 
identity on the homology of 7/®o'<1.~) C,  (Lemma as 4.1.1 and 4.1.2). 
Let ao,...,am E Jt (~n, The parametrization fa : A m --+ -~f" can be viewed as the 
following composition: 
f~.  Am ~ A_ m -~ q - l (R_ )+ ---+ .~" = q -~( -1 )  + 
Here q(x) = F(x,x) for x ~ Nn+l where F is the inner product defined in Section 3.1. 
Also h and A_ m are defined there. Next q - I (R_ )+ denotes the connected component of 
_ .~ m t q J (R_) containing (1,0 . . . . .  0) and the map a is given by a(to,., tin) = }-~i=0 iai, 
The last map is given by y ~-+ y /v / -q (y ) .  Since q - l (R_ )+ c_ [R n+I is an open subset, 
there exists e > 0 such that the map ~i,: • I × A m ~ [ j~n+l given by ~i~:(s,x) = a(x) + 
~s(0 .. . .  ,0,1) maps into q - l (N  )+. We can now define g~ : I x A m --~ ~"  as the 
composition 
l x Am lX~h l x A m ~. __ ~ q - I (~_  )+ ~ ~n.  
where the last map is y ~ Y/'x~-q(Y) as above. With this definition g'~:~(0,x) --- fa(x), 
and for a given a, g~ is defined for some e > 0. 
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Lemma 4.1.1. Let ao . . . . .  am E ~-1Cog~n.  I f  a = (ao,.. . ,am) E Cm and if  e is such 
that g~ is defined then 
(1) For an), isometry >, : ~"  ---+ ~gn, keeping ~, - i  &variant, g:,a = ~ga. 
(2) For any convex subset K o f  I × Am c ~m-1 ,  the image g~(K) is a geodesically 
convex subspace of  ~,+1 of  the same geodesical dimension as K. 
Proof  (1) Since (0 . . . . .  0, 1) is fixed by ?,, this is exactly the same calculation as in 
Lemma 3.1.1. 
(2) As in Lemma 3.1.1 it is clear that g,~ sends lines to geodesic curves. Since no 
line is sent to a point, it must preserve the dimension. [] 
Observe that gd,,a = ga(1 x 3i) " I x A m- I  ---+ .Yt °n for i = 0 . . . . .  m. 
Lemma 4.1.2. Sdx-  x is a boundary for  any cycle x c Z ®~o,(l,n ) Cm, m <_ n -  1. 
Proof. The idea behind this somewhat echnical proof is to observe that the subdivi- 
sions of  the prism I x A m introduced by /~ from Definition 2.3.1 and EZ agree at one 
end, and at the other end Sdx respectively x are represented. Since x is represented 
by a finite formal sum of generators a = (a0 . . . . .  am) ECm, there exists c. > 0 such 
that g~ = g~ is defined and parametrizes the prism for each such a appearing in x. Let 
EZ :S ( I )@ S(A m) --~ S(I  x A m) be the Eilenberg-Zilber map. For any a we can form 
the chain 
Ga = S(ga)(EZ(I 6' A m) + 121Am). 
We find that 
Gda = ~ ( -1 ) iGd ia  
i--O 
and 
= ~ (-l)~S(gd,o)(EZ(I c Am-' ) + I~(A m-' )) 
i=0 
= ~ ( -1) iS(ga( I  × 0i l ) (EZ(I  ® A m-I ) + tYI(A m-t 11 
i=0 
= S(g~)(EZ(I ® dA m) + I2IdA m ) 
dGa = dS(g~)(EZ( I Q A m) + IYI A m) 
= S(ga)(EZ(d(I  ® Am)) + dITIA m) 
= S(ga)(EZ(1 @ A m - -  0 @ A m -- I ,~ dA m) + dlYtA m) 
=S(ga)(1 × A m -0  × A m -EZ( I '~ 'dAm)+dlYtAm).  
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Hence 
(4.1.3) dGa + Gda = S(ga)(1 x A m -- 0 x A m --  dlYlA m + I~IdA m) 
= S(ga)(1 x A m -0  x A m - -0  x SdA m - 1 x A m) 
=S(ga)(O x SdA m -0  x A m ) 
=Sda-a .  
By composing with the vertex map from S, to C,  we can read (4.1.3) as an equation 
in C m. Since EZ( I®Am)+IY lA  m is the formal sum of convex affine simplices in I x A m, 
the previous lemma implies that each simplex occuring in Ga is generic, so that Ga E 
Cm+l. Since x E 77 '~o,(l,,) Cm we can represent x by generators a c oug "- l  c_ jug, 
such that the generators of  dx cancel by using isometrics fixing ~,~-1 (this requires 
m < n - 1 ). The previous lemma now implies that Gdx = 0. The proof is complete. 
[] 
In order to prove Theorem 4.1.6 we consider a spectral sequence associated to the 
action of Ol(1,n) on C, (n) .  Put G = Ol(1,n), and let F ,  be a free resolution of  Z 
over Y[G]. Let us consider the two spectral sequences associated to the double complex 
Fj ®ZIG] Ci. Using that C,  is acyclic the E2-term of one of these is 
"Ep, = ( O.u q ¢ O, 
Hp(G) ,  q = O. 
k 
The El-term of the other spectral sequence is given by the chain complexes 
'E,,ql = Hq(G, C ,  ). 
Observe that since Co = 7/[G/O(n)] we get Hq(G, Co) ~- Hq(O(n))  by Shapiro's 
lemma. 
, i 1)-acyclic with augmentat ion 'E 1 Lemma 4.1.4. The complex E, ,q  is (n - q - O,q = 
Hq( O(n ) ). 
The proof of this lemma begins by the special case when q = 0: 
1 Lemma 4.1.5. E,, 0 = Z ®z[61 C,  is (n - 1 )-acyclic with augmentat ion 77. 
Proof. Any cycle of 77 ®Z[GI C,  is made up of a finite number of  generic simplices. 
For j < n -  1 Lemma 4.1.2 and Theorem 3.3.1 shows that we can assume without 
loss of generality that each such j-simplex has a unique circumscribed ( j - 1)-sphere 
with a positive radius r and circumcenter p in the hyperbolic j-subspace spanned by 
its vertices in .3f n. By moving p in the direction perpendicular to this j-subspace the 
radius is increased continously. Since G is transitive on ~n,  we may move the j -  
simplices appearing in our j-cycle c until all of them are circumscribed by a common 
j-sphere of  radius strictly larger than the finite number of radii associated to the j -  
simplices appearing in c. I f  we let p denote the center of this circumscribed sphere, 
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then we form the ( j  + 1)-chain p * c. Since p is not on the hyperbolic j-subspace 
spanned by the vertices of any of  the j-simplices appearing in c, p * c is a generic 
( j  + 1)-chain. We can now compute the boundary 0(p * c) = c - p * c?c. Since c is a 
j-cycle, the ( j -  1)-simplices appearing in gc must cancel in pairs by using the action 
of G and since p has the same distance to all vertices the same must be true for p*~,c. 
In other words, c is the boundary of p * c. [] 
Proof of Lemma 4.1.4. Let q _< n. Then the isotropy group for a generic q-simplex 
in •"  is O(n - q), and hence there is a canonical isomorphism of Y[G]-modules 
Cq ~ G Z[G/O(n - q)]a 
a 
where a runs through a set of  representatives for the orbits in the set of  all these 
simplices. It then follows from Shapiro's lemma that 
Hi(G, Cq ) ~ ~ H~( G, ~_[ G / O( n - q)]) ~ H0(G, Cq ) '0 H~( O( n - q ) ). 
(l 
By using the stability theorem of Sah [1 1, Theorem 3.8], mentioned in the introduc- 
tion, we find that for q < n the complex 'E I has constant coefficients Hq(O(n)) in *,q 
dimensions less than n - q. We can therefore apply Lemma 4.1.5 to finish the proof 
of Lemma 4.1.4. [] 
We are now ready to prove our main result: 
Theorem 4.1.6. The inclusion O(n)C_ o l (1 ,n)  induces an isomorphism Hk(O(n)) 
Hk(Ol(1,n))  fi~r k < n - 1. 
Proof. The theorem follows directly from Lemma 4.1.4 by comparing the spectral 
sequences E, . ,  and E, , , .  [] 
Remark. In low dimensions (k = 1,2) Theorem 4.1.6 is contained in [4, Theorem 4.4], 
where it was furthermore shown that the map /73(0(3))--~ H3(O1(1,3)) is surjective. 
Combining this with the injectivity o f / /3 (0(3) )  --+//3(0(4)) (see [4, Theorem 4.4(a)]) 
and the above Theorem 4.1.6 (for n = 4, k = 3) we conclude from the diagram 
H3(O(3))  ---+ H3(OJ(l,3)) 
l 1 
H3(O(4)) ~ H3(OL(I,4)) 
that the following holds: 
Corollary 4.1.7. The inclusion O(3)CO1(1,3)  induces an isomorphism Hk(O(3))--~ 
Hk(Ol(1,3))  for k <_ 3. 
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Remark. This is in contrast with the case n = 2 where the map H2(O(2))--~ H2(O1(1,2)) 
is not injective. In fact the kernel turns out to be the image of the spherical Dehn- 
invariant in A~([~/7/)= H2(0(2))  ([4, Theorem 5.10] or Section 5.2 below). 
5. Applications 
5.1. More homology isomorphisms 
For the "stable" groups O(oc) : lira, O(n),O~(1, cx~) = limn Ol( l ,n)  and the sub- 
groups SO(o c)_C O(oo) and SO 1(1, oc)C_ O1(1, co) of elements with determinants + 1, 
we now obtain from Theorem 4.1.6: 
Corollary 5.1.1. The inclusions O(,~) C O(1, oc) and SO(co) c_ SOl(l, oc) induce iso- 
morphisms 
H, (O(oo) )  ~ H,(O(1, ~) ) ,  H,(SO(oo)) ~ H,(SOI(1, oc)). 
Proof. The first isomorphism is obvious from the theorem. The second follows from 
this and the comparison theorem for the spectral sequence associated to the extensions 
1 > SO(~)  , O(oo) ~ {±1} ~ 1 
+ + :+ 
l ~ sol(l,ocO --+ O~(l,oo) ~ {+i} , I. 
For this we need that the action by the quotient group is trivial on both H,(SO(oo)) 
and H , (SOI (1 ,~) ) .  In fact in the first case the action on the image of H,(SO(n)) is 
induced by inner conjugation by the reflection multiplying by ( -1 )  on the (n + 1)st 
coordinate. The other case is similar. [] 
In the unstable case the action by the quotient group {1,z} = 01( l ,n) /SOl (1 ,n)  
on H,(SOJ(1,n)) may very well be non-trivial, and we let H, (SOI ( I ,n) )  + denote the 
invariant part. For n odd O(n) = SO(n) x {-+-I,}, and since the action by z on SO(l,n) 
is induced by the matrix 
(100 
it follows that the inclusion i : SO(n)_CSOl(1,n) maps H,(SO(n)) into H,(SOI(1,n))  +. 
We now have: 
Corollary 5.1.2. For n odd and k < n -  1 or k : n = 3 the inclusion i : SO(n)C_ 
SOl( l ,n) gives a split exact sequence 
i. 
0 > Hk(SO(n)) ~-  Hk(SOl(1,n)) ~ > Ak ~ 0 
where A~ has exponent 2. 
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Proof. The diagram of inclusion maps 
SO(n) _L~ SOl ( l ,n )  
O(n) i' o l (1 ,n )  
gives rise to the following commutative diagram: 
Hk(SO(n)) i~, Hk(SOl(1,n))+ 
Tr I +J~. Tr x I J'* 
i" 
Hk(O(n)) ~_ Hk(OI(1,n))  
• i is an isomorphism by Theorem 4.1.6. where Tr denotes the transfer map [6] and l,
Since O(n) = SO(n) x {~In} it follows that j ,  on the left maps Hk(SO(n)) injectively 
onto a direct summand in Hk(O(n)) and hence, by the diagram, i, in the top row 
maps Hk(SO(n)) injectively onto a direct summand of Hk(SO~(1,n)) +. It remains to 
show that the cokernel of i ,  has exponent 2. This however follows from the identity 
Tr o j , (x )  = x + r ,x  = 2x, for x E Hk(SOI(1, n)) +, since by the diagram imTr C_ im i,. 
[] 
We next want to lift this result to the double covering groups Spin(n)_C Spin~(l,n). 
Notice that the isometry (x0,xl . . . . .  xn) ~ (x0,-x l  . . . . .  -xn)  induces an involutive au- 
tomorphism ~ of Spinl(1,n) which restricts to the identity on Spin(n). (See e.g. [8, 
Chapter 1] for the definitions of Spin-groups.) We shall now prove 
Corollary $.1.3. For n odd and k < n - I or k = n = 3 the inclusion 7" Spin(n)___ 
Spin i ( 1, n) gives a split exact sequence 
i .  
0 ~ Hk(Spin(n)) ~ Hk(Spinl(1,n)) + ----+ Bk , 0 
where the superscript + indicates the set of  elements invariant under ~, and Bk & a 
group o f  exponent 2. 
Proof. Let 6"2 = {1, ?} and let Pin*(n) = Spin(n) × Cz whereas Pin*(1,n) denotes the 
sernidirect product of Spinl( l ,n)  and C2 using the above action of ?. (These groups 
agree with the usual Pin-groups for n -= 3 rood 4, but are the "other" Pin-groups for 
n = 1 rood4.) We then have the following exact sequences of groups: 
1 ~ {=kl} , Pin*(n) ----+ O(n) ~ 1 
1 ~ {±1} ~ Pin*(1,n) ~ Ol(1,n) ~ 1. 
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By the comparison theorem applied to the associated spectral sequences we deduce 
from Theorem 4.1.6 that t "-t induces isomorphisms 
Hk(Pin*(n)) ---+ H~.(Pin*(1,n)), for k < n - 1 or k = n = 3. 
We can now finish the proof by arguments similar to the proof of Corollary 5.1.2. 
Z 
Let us exemplify this result for n = 3 and 5. Thus there are well-known isomor- 
phisms (cf. [4, p. 226]) 
Spin'( i ,3) ~ S1(2, C); Spin1(1,5) ~ S1(2, H) 
and the involution "? is in these terms given by 
,~(g) = (g , ) - I ,  g E SI(2, F), ~z = C,H, 
where g* denotes the conjugate transposed of the matrix g. The fixed points of this 
involution is of course SU(2) respectively Sp(2). Hence we conclude using the results 
of Sah [13, Lemma 1.22, Proposition 1.12; 12, Proposition 4.2; Theorem 4.1(a); 4, 
Theorem 4.1 1 ]: 
Corollary 5.1.4. (a) The natural inclusion SU(2)cSI(2,  C) induces an isomorphism 
Hk(SU(2)) ~ Hk(Sl(2, C))- ,  k _< 3. 
(b) The natural inclusion Sp(2)c  S1(2, ~q) gives a direct decomposition 
Hk(Sl(2,0q)) + ~Hk(Sp(2) )OBk k _< 4 
where Bk = 0 for k <_ 3 and is a group oJ" exponent 2 Jot k = 4. 
Remark. In the complex case the involution ~ is conjugate using the matrix 
(°1 
to the involution g ~ ~ given by complex conjugation. It follows that these induce 
the same involution on homology and hence Hk(SI(2, C)) + is also the invariant part 
by complex conjugation, as stated in Corollary 1.0.1. 
5.2. Scissors congruence 
Finally we briefly indicate the implications for the Scissors Congruence Problem for 
polyhedra in spherical 3-space. We refer to [4, Section 5] for a more detailed account. 
Following the notation there we let ~@(S 3) denote the scissors congruence group for 
the 3-sphere and we recall the exact sequence 
(5.2.1) O-+H3(SU(Z))~+~(S3) /7 /  ~(~/Z) - - ,H2(SU(2) ) - -+O.  
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Here 77C;~(8 3) is generated by [S 3] and D is the Dehn-invariant whereas a is 
defined using the natural action of SU(2) on S 3. By Corollary 5.1.4 and by [4, Theo- 
rem 5.10] and [12, Theorem 4.1] we therefore conclude 
Corollary 5.2.2. There is an exact sequence 
0 --+ Kind(c)  + ~+ ~(S3)/,"Z D ~ @ (~,,"7/) --+ K2(C) + ---+ 0 3 
In this sequence K~nd(c) is a direct summand in K3(C), in fact, K3(C) = K~nd(c) G 
K;~(C) where K~t(C) denotes the decomposable part (Milnor's K-theory). As usual the 
superscript + indicates the fixed points for complex conjugation. From this sequence 
we now easily prove the following result mentioned in the introduction: 
Corollary 5.2.3. The scissors congruence group ~(S 3) is a rational vector space. 
Proof. It is well-known that K2(C) is a Q-vector space and also by results of Suslin 
(cf. [12]), K3(C) is the direct sum of a Q-vector space and a copy of Q/7/. By the 
exact sequence in Corollary 5.2.2 the same statement is true for ~(S  3)/77. Furthermore 
it is easy to check that the element in K3(C) corresponding to p/q E ©/Z via the 
map a is represented in ~(S 3) by the double suspension of an arc in S t of length 
(p /q ) .  2m Using the volume function Vols~ : ~(S  3) ---+ ~ it now follows that these 
rational "lunes" generate a copy of © inside ~(S  3) which ends the proof. 
In the case of the scissors congruence group ~(a¢  3) for the hyperbolic 3-space 
there is the following exact sequence analogous to Corollary 5.2.2 (cf. [4, Section 5; 
1 2, Theorem 4.1 ]: 
(5.2.4) 0 ---+ K~nd(c) - ~" ~(j/~3) D ~ @ (~/"2) ---+ K2(C)- ---+ 0 
where again D denotes the hyperbolic Dehn-invariant and the superscript indicates 
the negative eigenspace for complex conjugation. In either geometry (hyperbolic or 
spherical) the Extended Hilbert's 3rd Problem is to determine when 2 polyhedra re 
scissors congruent, and thus the two exact sequences 5.2.2 and (5.2.4) reduce this 
problem to a matter of detecting elements in Ky(C) .  That is, suppose Pl, P2 are two 
such polyhedra; then of course the first condition for scissors congruence is D(P1) = 
D(P2) and granted this we obtain a unique "difference lement" 
d(P1,P2) E K~nd(c) -- 
such that 
a(d(Pl ,P2))  = [P1] - [P2] in ;~($3)/~ resp. ~(,~f3). 
To determine lements in K3(C ) there is the 2nd Cheeger-Chern-Simons i variant 
with values in C/77 [3]. In terms of the above exact sequences this is given by 
= 1 (Vols3 o a(z_) + iVol,~3 &z) o O'(Z )) 
47C" 
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where z = z .  +z_  in K~nd(C) is the decomposit ion with respect o complex conjugation. 
Furthermore if ~ E Ga l (C /Q)  is a field automorphism we get another invariant by 
~'zc(Z) = C'(9~#(Z)), Z E Kind( c3  "lj. 
Conjectural ly all these invariants suffice to determine elements of  Kind(c).  The anal- 
ogous situation is completely clarified if C is replaced by Q the field of  algebraic 
numbers, Notice that the natural map K3(Q) --+ K3(C)  is injective (by Hi lbert 's  Null- 
stel lensatz) so in particular K3(Q)/(Q/Z) is torsion free. It now follows from Borel 's  
theorem [2] that elements in K~nd(~2)/(Q/~-) are determined by the Borel regulators, 
i.e. by the real valued invariants r~ on Ky(~)  defined for each ~ ~ Ga l (Q/Q)  by 
r:(z) = im(C'(c~,(z)) = (1/4~2)V01,~ o o ' (a , ( z ) _ ) ,  z E K~"d(Q). 
Hence we conclude: 
Corollary 5.2,5. Let P1 and P2 be two spherical or two hyperbolic polyhedra with 
all vertices defined over Q. Then Pi and P2 are scissors congruent iff 
( i) D(P, ) = D(P2), 
(i i) Vo l (P i )  = Vol(P2),  
( i i i)  r~(d(Pi,P2)) = 0 g~ (5 Ga l (Q/Q) ,  c~ :~ id. 
Remark. We have excluded ~ = id in (i i i)  since it is l isted separately in (ii). It 
is however curious to note that in the spherical case r~ are all defined using the 
hyperbolic volume function. The spherical volume function is only used to distinguish 
rational multiples of [$3]. 
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